ADDENDUM #2

WINDOW & ENTRANCE REPLACEMENT

JANE RYAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
190 PARK LANE
TRUMBULL, CT 06611
STATE PROJECT #144-0104 EC/CV
RFP #6300

S/P+A PROJECT NO. 18.031

DATE: August 3, 2018

The following changes to the Drawings and Project Specifications shall become a part of the Drawings and Project Specifications; superseding previously issued Drawings and Project Specifications to the extent modified by Addendum No. 2.

General Information:

- The deadline for RFIs was 5:00pm, Tuesday, July 31, 2018.

- The Board of education is handling make safe disconnects, radiant piping and electrical work shown on the cafeteria walls. *(Per Prebid Meeting)*

Requests for Information (RFIs):

Q6: The floor plan and the elevations have different labels for the windows, what is correct the floor plan or the elevation?
A6: Refer to the revised Drawing A4 included within this addendum.

Q7: The floor plan and elevations indicate more doors than the door schedule show, what is correct?
A7: Refer to the revised Drawing A4 included within this addendum.

Q8: The specs for these projects include Horizontal blinds and roller shades. The plans do not indicate which windows for each. Are you looking for the project to be bid with horizontal aluminum blinds on all windows and then a separate bid for roller shades on all windows?
A8: Per this addendum, Base Bid is for the existing blinds to be removed and reinstalled with an alternate for new horizontal blinds. Roller shades are no longer part of the project.

Q9: Is the intent to reuse those existing window units in the new storefront systems? Are you supplying new window units? Or no ac units are going back?
A9: Existing window units are to be removed and salvaged to the Owner. There will be no new window units as new split systems will be installed by Owner.

Q10: Is there specific locations in which you are putting these splits? General note 7 mentions nothing about getting power to a specified location, just getting it off the old window system so it can be demoed and new can be installed.
A10: Owner will remove existing electrical prior to the start of this project.
**Changes to the Specifications:**

- **TABLE OF CONTENTS**, Page 3, Division 12 – Furnishings, Section 122413, delete in its entirety. *(Per Owner/RFI Q8)*

- **PROPOSAL (BID) FORM**, Page 15, Item 6.a., revise “Roller Window Shades” to read “Horizontal Louver Blinds”. *(Per Owner/RFI Q8)*

- **SECTION 012300, ALTERNATES**, Page 2, Article 3.1.A., revise to read as follows:
  
  **“ADD ALTERNATE NO. 1: Horizontal Louver Blinds:** Add to the Base Bid the labor, material and equipment to provide and install new horizontal louver blinds in lieu of reinstalling the existing blinds. Refer to Section 122113 for additional information. Painted wood trim is part of Base Bid.” *(Per Owner/RFI Q8)*

- **SECTION 084113, ALUMINUM-FRAMED ENTRANCES AND STOREFRONTS:**
  
  - Page 6, Article 2.5.A.1., add “and project-in”. *(Per Internal Review)*
  
  - Page 7, Article 2.5.A.4.d., add “on project-in only”. *(Per Internal Review)*

- **SECTION 122413, ROLLER WINDOW SHADES** has been deleted in its entirety. *(Per Owner/RFI Q8)*

**Changes to the Drawings:**

- **DRAWING A3, FLOOR PLANS**, Construction Notes, Note 2, revise to read as follows:
  
  “Window Blinds:
  - Reinstall on new wood trim. Provide Add Alternate for new blinds. See proj. man.” *(Per Owner/RFI Q8)*

- **DRAWING A4, EXTERIOR ELEVATIONS** has been deleted in its entirety. A new DRAWING A4 has been added and is attached as part of this addendum.* *(Per RFI Q6)*

- **DRAWING A9, SCHEDULES & DETAILS**, Door Schedule, Door 129, Door Type, revise “3” to read “1”. *(Per RFI Q6)*

**The bid date remains August 14, 2017 at 2:00pm by this addendum.**

The addendum consists of two (2) pages of 8½” x 11” text and one (1) 30” x 42” drawing.

End of Addendum ‘2’
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